Rewriting Juicer History... by Launching

The
Next
Generation
of the Twin Gear Juice Extractor
Green Star Elite
With Revolutionary Jumbo Twin Gears

New Features
Elegantly Styled:
The new modern lightweight
streamlined look matches to any
kitchen counter complimenting
your kitchen style and design.

Added Security:
With optimum convenience in mind,
the new one-snap-step latching
and locking mechanism securely
fastens all your juicing parts tightly
and with ease. No more knobs!

Added Safety:
New safety switch system disables
operation when the hood is
removed preventing contact with
moving parts.

Optimum Vitality:
The new Revolutionary Jumbo
Twin Gears extend the juicing
process from two to three stages
resulting in a higher juice yield.

(toll free) 888-254-7336
www.tribest.com

The
Next Generation of the Twin Gear Juice Extractor
Green Star Elite features advanced 3 stage juicing technology with the new revolutionary Jumbo Twin Gears
Leading the growing trend of health and awareness,
Tribest Corporation unleashes the next generation of the revolutionary Green Star Juice Extractor,
designed to improve performance and versatility while offering higher juice yields
and nutritional value from your fruits and vegetables.
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Features
Higher Yields Designed to maximize the yield and nutritional value
of your juice, Advanced Heavy Duty Jumbo Twin Gears, with the
same magnetic and bioceramic technology as the original twin gears,
extend the juicing process from two to three stages - crushing,
mixing, and pressing.
Added Safety Green Star Elite prevents injury
by eliminating your chances of interacting with
moving parts by including a safety switch system attached to the safety hood, which disables
operation when the hood is removed.
Easy Clean Up By combining parts through the new sleek
design, there are fewer parts, which means there is less to clean.
Additionally, the included safety hood can be used as a basket to
cradle the
juicing parts after cleaning providing you with storage space for
drying without taking up any additional space on the counter.
New Locking Mechanism By changing the locking system from
removable turning knobs to a stationary latching system, the new one
snap step offers optimum convenience and an easier way to assemble and disassemble the machine.
Detachable Electric Cord No more tangled cords! Allows you to
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maintain the integrity of the cord.
New Sleek Design The new modern lightweight streamlined look
matches to any kitchen counter complimenting your kitchen style
and design.
New Easy Grip Outlet Adjusting Knob The knob has been
re-designed to include easy grip ridges so you can easily grasp,
turn and manually control the pressure inside the machine quickly
so you can juice a wider variety of fruits and vegetables of different
consistencies.
Carrying Handle Designed to add convenience making it easier for
you to move your machine.
Increased Versatility By adding the mixing stage in between the
crushing and pressing stages, juicing soft fruits has now become
much easier and more effective.
Increased Value By including only the most popular items into one
convenient package, there is only one model to Green Star Elite and
Product Standard
ITEM		
MODEL		
ELECTRICITY RATING
		
ELECTRIC POWER
SIZE		
mm)
WEIGHT		

VEGETABLE JUICER
GREEN STAR® ELITE (GSE-5000)
USA Models: AC 120V/60Hz,
EUROPE/ASIA: 220-240V/50Hz-60Hz
200 W
18.25” x 6.88” x 12.50” (464 mm x 175 mm x 318
18 lbs (8 kg)
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